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enterprise is a full-blown business management solution that has been
designed with the needs of the enterprise in mind. now with a fully integrated
and comprehensive e-sign solution, nitro is uniquely positioned to deliver the
scale of execution required to become the market leader in the enterprise e-

sign space. currently, e-sign in the enterprise is dominated by a wide range of
homegrown solutions, and the majority of the industry does not have a shared

application model or common workflow to unify the process. connective
director of strategy, andrew lapworth added: nitro is a pioneer in gamification.

gamification is all about creating the next generation of apps. to become a
force for good in the enterprise, we need to change the way we do business,

and nitro is helping us do just that. nitro ceo sam shuster added: over the past
two years, the transition to digital solutions has rapidly accelerated as

organizations look to deliver exceptional customer experiences, while meeting
the demands of a growing digital-first workforce. central to this transformation
is the rapidly growing esign market where high-trust signing is becoming the
standard. connective ceo, nicolas metivier added: we are delighted to have
found a partner in nitro that so closely aligns with our mission and vision, as
well as our core company values. there was an immediate connection with

sam and the nitro team, and it was clear to me how connectives market
leading solutions could scale even further as part of the nitro productivity

platform.
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nitro enterprise is based on our decade of experience in building and
implementing document management and distribution solutions for

enterprises of all sizes. we strive to create easy-to-use, cost-effective solutions
that enable our customers to perform their core business functions better,
faster and more efficiently. we know that individuals, small and medium

businesses, and global enterprises rely on nitro pro enterprise. they use it to
manage all their documents regardless of format, venue, device, and

workflow. users can access and manipulate their files from any device at any
time, securely. and most importantly, with nitro, they can share files faster,

easily, and with less risk than traditional email. we are proud to provide
document management solutions to help organizations increase efficiency,
build security, and automate compliance and regulatory requirements. nitro
enterprise allows companies to take control and gain real-time insight into
their end-to-end process, from creation through distribution and workflow

management. thanks to our long experience, we are able to offer this level of
enterprise-ready solution at a competitive cost. nitro software is regarded as a

pioneer in the digital pdf revolution. since its founding in 2000, nitro has
developed the only commercially-available software that provides a complete
pdf workflow solution - from capturing, annotating, signing, transmitting and

viewing. nitro has acquired over 100 million pdf documents in the last 11 years
and has over 5,000 customers around the world. nitro is privately held with

revenues of usd40 million in 2018. 5ec8ef588b
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